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Various possible stop combinations divided among the three manuals of the organ.

Four-part music, if not too slow, can be played with Nasardos in each hand (nasard stops were 
divided in the middle of the keyboard).

The Corneta along with the Nasardos of the left hand is a good combination, but the left hand 
must be played smoothly (“glossed”). To this one might add the Trompeta Magna.

The Corneta with the Trompeta Real in the left hand and the Chirimia.

The Corneta with the Clarín in the left hand.

The Orlos (an 8’ Regal with very short resonators) must be not be played legato (“without 
carrying”); the same for the Dulzaina; these stops are not to be used with reeds.

The Orlos and the Dulzaina in the left hand make a good echo effect; the Orlos with the clear 
Corneta (likely the Corneta VI in the Great), and the Dulzaina with the echo Corneta (that is, the 
Corneta in the Organo de Expresión or the Swell).

The Trompeta de Batalla in the first manual; in the second a Clarín in the left hand and in the 
right hand the Flauta of the Cadireta (chair organ) and the Clarín de Ecos, and in the left hand 
the Flautados make a very pleasant sound, imitating an orchestra of clarines, trumpets and 
flutes.

In the first manual all the flues; in the second all the reeds, in the third the full organ or full reeds 
make for a good effect.

In the first manual all the flues in the right hand; in the left hand full reeds. In the second 
manual, the Repiano (a type of chorus Mixture) in the right hand; in the left the full reeds; in the 
Cadireta (chair organ) the Trompeta in the left hand and the right hand full organ: playing each 
half manual independently they appear to be many organs.

The same combination can be done in reverse; in the first manual the full reeds in the right 
hand, and in the left the full flues.

The Ripiano in the right hand and the Orlos in the left is good to play with.

The full reeds en the second manual, and in the third the echoes make for a good effect.

The Flauta with the Flautados in the left hand and in the first manual the Trompeta de Batalla in 
the right hand, and in the third manual the Clarín de Ecos, giving some blasts of the Clarines at 
times makes for a good effect.

In the first manual the Trompeta de Batalla in the left hand and the Violeta is good 
accompaniment for the Corneta. 



Stoplist for the Organ
Pedro de Echevarría, 1770 - Segovia Cathedral

Organo Principal
Flautado 16’
Flautado 8’
Violón 8’
Octava 4’
Quinzena 2’
Repiano IV (1’, mixture)
Nasardos IV (bass)
Flauta II
Corneta VI (treble)
Trompeta real 8’ (interior)
Trompeta magna 8’ (treble, ext.)
Clarin de Campagna 8’ (exterior)
Clarin 8’ (or 4’?) (exterior)
Orlos 8’ (reed, exterior)

Organo de Expresión (enclosed)
Violón 8’
Flautado 8’ (treble)
Tapadillo 4’
Quinzena 2’
Desinovena 1 ⅓’
Lleno (mixture)
Corneta V (treble)
Clarín de ecos 8’
Voz humana 8’ (reed)
Obue 8’ (treble)
Bajoncillo 4’ (bass)

Organo Segundo (Cadireta)
Flautado 8’
Octava 4’
Docena 2 ⅔’
Quinzena 2’
Lleno (mixture)
Zimbala (mixture)
Trompeta real 8’ (interior)
Trompeta magna 8’ (exterior)
Trompeta de batalla (exterior)
Dulzaina 8’ (reed, exterior)
Violeta 4’ (reed, exterior)

Pedal
Contras 16’


